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� (…) A context of symbols and 
meanings, more or less 
commonly known, that 
people dynamically create 

CULTURE

people dynamically create 
and recreate for themselves 
during the process of social 
interaction. (…)

� E.T. Hall (1976). The
“Iceberg” model of culture.



CULTURE

Three women are strolling alongside river. Suddenly one of them slips and falls into the 
river, where a crocodile eats her. How can we understand the event?



Collectivism or interdependence CoollaborationCoollaborationCoollaborationCoollaboration and and and and rewardrewardrewardreward Individualism or independence

External Locus of controlLocus of controlLocus of controlLocus of control Internal

Indirect ConflictConflictConflictConflict and and and and communicationcommunicationcommunicationcommunication Direct

Supernatural CausalityCausalityCausalityCausality Natural

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS

Supernatural CausalityCausalityCausalityCausality Natural

Flow TimeTimeTimeTime Schedule

Birthright/ascription StatusStatusStatusStatus Achievement

High PowerPowerPowerPower distancedistancedistancedistance////hierarchyhierarchyhierarchyhierarchy Low

Particularism RulesRulesRulesRules Universalism

Relationship PrioritiesPrioritiesPrioritiesPriorities Task

Affective ExpressionExpressionExpressionExpression Neutral



� Emigration

� Race

OTHER CONCEPTS…



ACCULTURATION
� The group changes that occur when two or more cultures 

come into contact. 

� The outcome of the person adapting to a new culture (Berry, 
1987).1987).



� Transactional stress model of Lazarus and Folkman (1984)

� Different sources of stress related to migration:
◦ Stress related to intercultural contact 

◦ Stress related to nostalgia and everything the person has left in their 

ACCULTURATIVE STRESS

◦ Stress related to nostalgia and everything the person has left in their 
country of origin 

◦ Stress related to discrimination 

◦ General psychosocial stress 

◦ Stress related to bicultural identity



An immigrant waits at the door for some clinical analytics. His has an irregular immigration 
status, an irregular work and low payment, and he has been having trouble renting a house. 
He has been waiting for over an hour for his appointment and has seen a lot of people who 
look like locals go in and out the office. He starts thinking: “Why do these people go before 
me ... may be because I am a foreigner, as always I am the last to be seen, for every minute I 
spend waiting here I am not looking for work. Why do they treat me like this? 

Think about this person. Perhaps this could be happening because the 
responsible person of taking the blood samples is making him wait 
because he´s a foreigner or may be the type of analytics the patient needs 
is different and takes longer to prepare. Has something like this happened 
to you? For being a woman, having long hair, being too young ... Or 
maybe has happened to people you know and who are part of other 
minorities or sectors? 



� Health.

� Culture and the 4 “ex”: 
1. Experience

CULTURE AND HEALTH

1. Experience

2. Expression

3. Explanation

4. Expectations



Dra. Sánchez : Good morning. Tell me what’s going on.
Mamadou: Dr., it hurts a lot here (points at her stomach).
Dra. Sánchez: Yes, I remember you commenting about that; we have 
done various tests. Are you still taking the medicine I prescribed you?
Mamadou: But doctor! I am telling you that it really hurts and the pills 
aren’t helping. Besides, as a Muslim, I don’t take drugs.
Dra. Sánchez : Fluoxetine is not a drug; it’s a medicine that will help Dra. Sánchez : Fluoxetine is not a drug; it’s a medicine that will help 
you.
Mamadou: But doctor, I need something for the pain. These pills 
aren’t for pain right?
Dra. Sánchez: It’s true. If you want something for the pain, you can 
drink a paracetamol. But, like I have told you, you don’t have any 
disease. We have not found anything. If you keep taking these pills, I 
am sure that you will feel better and have less pain.
Mamadou: Doctor, I am not crazy. I know you want me to take these
pills because you think it’s all in my head. It’s not. This pain is real.



What do you see?



� Decentering

� Cultural competence VS. “cultural humility”

� Definition:

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

In the health care system (…) the ability to respond in a 
way that takes into account the cultural aspects that are 
involved. (…) like all competence models, consist of 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values (Cross et al., 

1989)



�Immigrants cost the health care system relatively less than the native born population and use
less emergency services, except in maternal-child services, where they represented 33% of
births. (Cots et al., 2007).

BARRIERS TO ATTENDANCE



InternalInternalInternalInternal barriersbarriersbarriersbarriers External barriersExternal barriersExternal barriersExternal barriers

Not knowing the resources or how 
to use them

Irregular legal situation

BARRIERS TO ATTENDANCE

Lack of confidence in the “Western” 
medical system

Working and social conditions

Stigma against certain diseases Inadequacy of cultural resources

� Communication barriers



� Various initiatives exist around the world to counter stigma against mental health problems, for
example: http://www.time-to-change.org.uk/globalalliance 

� Section on Stigma and Mental Illness (WPA) 
http://www.wpanet.org/detail.php?section_id=11&content_id=555 



� Institutional intercultural competence
◦ National Centre for intercultural competence at Georgetown University

(http://nccc.georgetown.edu)

◦ A culturally competent organization upholds a commitment to

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

◦ A culturally competent organization upholds a commitment to
providing quality care to culturally diverse users (…) promote openness
and respect for difference.

Do you think the institution where you work is properly equipped to 
handle the cultural variability of its users? Which aspects could be 
improved?



� Intercultural competence and clinical results
� African American patients receive excess diagnoses of sc hizophrenia-spectrum disorders , 

as compared with similar white patients. Concurrently, African Americans receive fewer mood
disorder diagnoses.

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

disorder diagnoses.

� In comparison to non-Latino white children, Latinos and African significantly are more likely to
be diagnosed with autistic spectrum disorders at later age s and with more severe
symptoms , or are misdiagnosed with another condition, such as intellectual disability

� Information campaigns targeting American ethnic minorities (especially Latino) that are adapted to
the values, beliefs and channels of information, cause a greater behavior changes in the target 
people than the absence of information or non-culturally competent information. 



INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE



INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE



INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE



WhatWhatWhatWhat isisisis thisthisthisthis man’sman’sman’sman’s professionprofessionprofessionprofession? ? ? ? 
Anwer 1 Merchant 
Answer 2 Lawyer
Answer 3 Plumber
Answer 4 Islamic religious leader 

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

Answer 4 Islamic religious leader 

HisHisHisHis politicalpoliticalpoliticalpolitical viewsviewsviewsviews are:are:are:are:
Answer 1 Conservative
Answer 2 Traditionalist
Answer 3 Progresive
Answer 4 Socialist



� The main sources of inappropiate treatments have more to do with the attitude of the

clinican than with their knowledge and skills.

� “Psychologists must recognize that, as cultural beings, they have attitudes and

beliefs that may have a negative influence on their perception or interaction with

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

beliefs that may have a negative influence on their perception or interaction with

individuals who are ethnically or racially different from themselves.” (APA Guidelines).

Do you agree with this idea that the clinician, especially his attitudes (and not so much

his intercultural knowledge) facilitate or prevent the good treatment of patients

culturally different from you? Why?



� Laura, a catalan psychologist lives in a Barcelona neighbourhood where migration has

increased during the last year. At her street a new bar opened that is runned by Latin

people. At this bar there are problems some nights, with drunk people shouting and

fighting. Last night there was a fight and the police had to come at 1 a.m. Laura was

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

fighting. Last night there was a fight and the police had to come at 1 a.m. Laura was

not able to sleep well. Next morning she is feeling tired, she looks at the agenda and

she sees she has a first interview with Pedro, a latin man from Colombia. His look is

similiar to that of the people going to this bar.

What she can be thinking or feeling with this patient? How can it affect her clinical

practice?



� Ethnocultural empathy

� The fundamental attribution error

ATTITUDES



Consider the following sentences: 

� Look at those ______________________; they do not respect others. 

� I have nothing against immigration, but look how they act here. 

ATTITUDES

� I have nothing against immigration, but look how they act here. 

� I am not racist, but the ______________ are violent. Nobody wants to see that.

� I know it is politically incorrect to say so, but just look how people from that religion behave. 
Violence is clearly a part of it. 

� Immigration doesn´t matter to me, but clearly the ___________________  commit more crimes
than we do. 



The Moroccan that killed his partner and blamed the victim´s ex-boyfriend:

http://www.diariodesevilla.es/article/sevilla/1162314/marroqui/degollo/
su/pareja/culpa/anterior/novio.html

ATTITUDES

su/pareja/culpa/anterior/novio.html

Three Romanian`s detained for stealing from a construction company:

http://www.abc.es/agencias/noticia.asp?noticia=1068989



1. You see some people of a marginalized ethnic minority in  a Mercedes, what do you

think? What is the first thing that came into your head (rem ember that this part is

EXERCISE

anonymous, so you’d better be sincere)? 

2.  And after a moment of reflection, that appears in y our mind? What do you think and 

feel about your initial reaction?  



ReadReadReadRead thethethethe followingfollowingfollowingfollowing phrasesphrasesphrasesphrases. . . . TakeTakeTakeTake note note note note ifififif youyouyouyou can can can can saysaysaysay “yes, “yes, “yes, “yes, thisthisthisthis isisisis true” true” true” true” forforforfor eacheacheacheach
phrasephrasephrasephrase. Observe . Observe . Observe . Observe youryouryouryour reactionsreactionsreactionsreactions. . . . 

� When I am with people at work or in another place, if I want to, I can be with people from my
own race or ethnic group.

� I can go to a variety of meetings and find people there that belong to my race or ethnic group.

� Important politicians and businessmen tend to be from my race and ethnic group.� Important politicians and businessmen tend to be from my race and ethnic group.

� The majority of actors in movies and on television are from my race or ethnic group.

� When I talk about ¨our civilization¨ and about ¨our achievements¨ historically, I know the
people that I am referring to belong to my race or ethnic group.

� I am sure that in school my children will use material in which my race or ethnic group is
represented.

� If I am stopped by the police, I can be sure that it is not because of my race or ethnic group.

� I can enter a store and look around and be sure that no one will follow me or watch me
because of my race or ethnic group.



� We tend to assume that our experiences are similar to those
of others. For those of us who are members of privileged
groups it is not easy to accept that we benefit from these
privileges. We are not aware of them. This means an

POWER AND PRIVILEGE

privileges. We are not aware of them. This means an
imbalance of power in society and that many minority patients
are at disadvantage.

� Recognition of privilege allows us to better appreciate our
patients experience.



A psychologist sees that there are four people in the
waiting room who appear to be Arab. Their children
are playing on the ground. The women are wearing
veils and the only man appears to be ignoring the

WORKING WITH MINORITY PATIENTS

veils and the only man appears to be ignoring the
children.

What is the psychologist thinking? How does he
feel?



The psychiatrist is tired, there are a lot of patients waiting, and it is going to be a long day.
She has a new patient visiting today. This will be her first visit with this new patient, but the
name on the list clearly warns he is an immigrant.
Do you think we can treat everyone the same? Do you sometimes h ave reactions
that are not ¨professional ¨? What can we do?

WORKING WITH MINORITY PATIENTS

that are not ¨professional ¨? What can we do?



A patient does not look at your eyes and looks away when he responds to your questions.
He speaks so softly that it is hard to understand him. You do everything possible to connect
with the patient; you try to make eye contact but, except for a brief moment, it is impossible.
He simply avoids all eye contact.

WORKING WITH MINORITY PATIENTS

He simply avoids all eye contact.

What is going on? How would you feel talking to this person? Ho w would this
impact the care relationship?

Recommended reading: Qureshi A, Collazos F. The intercultural and interracial therapeutic relationship: Challenges

and recommendations. International Review of Psychiatry. 2011;23(1):10-9.



Contesta el siguiente test: Contesta el siguiente test: Contesta el siguiente test: Contesta el siguiente test: 

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/spain/selectatest.jsp

Definition: Preconceived ideas without foundation, both in general as well as applied
to specific populations with a negative connotation.

PREJUDICE

to specific populations with a negative connotation.

+ They are necessary for day to day functioning and what to expect from a situation
(Gadamer)

- They may complicat interactions. They operate unconsciously, we believe we
respond in a wone way but we may be behaving in another way.



SubconsciousSubconsciousSubconsciousSubconscious racial racial racial racial biasbiasbiasbias in in in in childrenchildrenchildrenchildren (USA):(USA):(USA):(USA):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFbvBJULVnc

PREJUDICE

DollDollDollDoll test (test (test (test (ItalyItalyItalyItaly):):):):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ica3DL-L7M

Please take a moment and write down any reactions you may have to these videos tos 
hare with other students.



THE TRANSFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP

� Transference and countertransference



� Types of countertransference:

◦ The cultural anthropologist syndrome

◦ John Wayne syndrome, or attempting to save the patient

THE TRANSFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP

◦ John Wayne syndrome, or attempting to save the patient

◦ Treatment in a buble, “I am not like others”

◦ Rejection of the patient

◦ Feeling sorry for the patient



THE TRANSFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP

Amina is a Jordanian woman. Her speech is exotic to you. Whenever you hear it you are transported to the
Souk; you can smell the spices and see the feverish movement of the medina; you are reminded of the
tranquility of the oasis and camel rides. Whenever you hear her speak, you remember your first trip to
Jordan with its magic and colors. You are delighted to see her and love to talk about these things.



THE TRANSFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP

Dimitri is a burly, Russian man you met some time ago. You’ve always thought it would be scary to see him
get mad. Today he came in with a broken nose, “No doubt,” you think, “he broke it in a drunken fight”.



THE TRANSFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP

When Yaya enters your office you can feel something special. His skin is as black as ebony. There is
something in her face and in her movement that makes you want to protect him. You know that,
unfortunately, racism is prominent in in these parts. You would like to be able to create a space free from
racism where Yaya could feel safe and secure so she would not be seen as “black” or “African”, but simply
as a person.



� The transference of the patient:

◦ The doctor is a very important person

THE TRANSFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP

◦ The profesional is racist

◦ The profesional is useless, “you cannot understand me”

◦ The professional is almighty

HaveHaveHaveHave youyouyouyou everevereverever experiencedexperiencedexperiencedexperienced anyanyanyany of of of of thesethesethesethese reactionsreactionsreactionsreactions of of of of transferencetransferencetransferencetransference fromfromfromfrom patientspatientspatientspatients you’veyou’veyou’veyou’ve
workedworkedworkedworked withwithwithwith? Can ? Can ? Can ? Can youyouyouyou describe describe describe describe somesomesomesome and and and and whatwhatwhatwhat has has has has happenedhappenedhappenedhappened????



� Cultural humility. It is recommended to adopt a position of 
not knowing.
� A patient from an “expressive” culture is lying in a hospital bed moaning in a country that

tends to be more “neutral”. The nurse does not react in any particular way. After all, he 

KEYS FOR INTERVENTION

tends to be more “neutral”. The nurse does not react in any particular way. After all, he 
just took a course in intercultural competence that explained that people from expressive
cultures are very open about showing their discomfort, and as such this particular 
moaning patient does not require further attention.

� A Senegalese patient does not look at you (the doctor) during the visit. A nurse comments
that the patient is either lying or feels embarrassed because of this. 

Are their interpretations correct? How would you know? What if they are wrong?



� Self-awareness. Recognizing prejudice and ethnocentrism. If
we accept them we cna minimize their impact.

KEYS FOR INTERVENTION



What role our culture and religion play in our identity? Are these aspects

important to the meaning of who you are?

KEYS FOR INTERVENTION



� Communication is related to meaning.

� Meaning is related to our previous experiences.

� When there is good communication the satisfaction the patient
is higher and complaints are reduced.

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

is higher and complaints are reduced.

� We fill in the bits of information are lacking based in our
previous experience.  



� Non-verbal communication

� Gestures. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RaBxH_MKQI

� Eye contact

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

� Personal space

� Volume and tone of voice



� Communication style (E. Hall, 1976)

� Low-context. Cultures with a written tradition. What is
important is the message itself, not the conditions where
communication takes place. Get to the point!

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

communication takes place. Get to the point!

� High-context. Cultures from the oral tradition. Things are not
said directly but are suggested or implied. It requires to
interpret contextual codes. What is communicated has to do 
with the relationship between the people involved.



� Ethnographic aproach (A. Kleinman). Try to understand how the
social word of the person affects and is affected by illness.

� We should consider:

PERSON-CENTERED TREATMENT

� We should consider:
1)Ethnic identity

2)What is at stake regarding their illness

3)The narrative about their illness

4)Psychosocial stressors

5)The influence of culture on the clinical relationship



1)Tips for a first interview

2)Initial greetings and formalities.

3)Adapting your speech.

THE INTERVIEW WITH AN INMIGRANT PERSON

3)Adapting your speech.

4)Establishment of a bridge



� Problems:

� There may be distrut and suspicion from the patient’s side

There may be insecurity from the interviewer’s side.

THE INTERVIEW WITH AN INMIGRANT PERSON

� There may be insecurity from the interviewer’s side.

� There is a risk of imposing one’s cultural background.



� Strategies:

� Dedicate more time and attention to the interview.

� Attend to verbal and non-verbal communication.

Seek the involvement of a cultural mediator.

THE INTERVIEW WITH AN INMIGRANT PERSON

� Seek the involvement of a cultural mediator.

� Explain our own cultural concept of diesease and health care

network.

� Avoid the use of underaged children as intepreters.

� Take the roles of gender in different cultures into consideration.



� Information related to migration and cultural aspects:

� Country of origin

� Area of origin, rural or urban

THE INTERVIEW WITH AN INMIGRANT PERSON

� Area of origin, rural or urban

� Legal status

� Migration plan

� Religious practice

� Perceived network of social support

� Cultural identity

� Stigma, family roles, gender…

� Medical treatment received in their culture



� Information related to the illness

� Model of understanding disease

� Belief and adherence to traditional treatment methods.

THE INTERVIEW WITH AN INMIGRANT PERSON

� Belief and adherence to traditional treatment methods.

� Expectations and ideas of western health system.

� The cultural formulation interview (CF)



RHS-15 (Hollifield et al. 2013)

SCREENING SCALES FOR MENTAL HEALTH IN REFUGEES









1. What is happening to Yaya? 

2. What is his model of illness? How can it be influencing the treatment?

3. What cultural factors can be influencing the treatment and the therapeutic 
relationship with the mental health professionals?

CLINICAL CASE “YAYA”

relationship with the mental health professionals?

4. What other social and cultural factors can be influencing Yaya’s health?

5. What treatment would you recomend? What are the important aspects to improve 
the Yaya’s health?

6. What aspects of intercultural individual and institutional intercultural competence 
could be important in this case?


